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Abstract
We focus on the study of ground-states for the system ofM coupled semilinear Schrödinger
equations with power-type nonlinearities and couplings. General results regarding existence
and characterization are derived using a variational approach. We show the usefulness of
such a characterization in several particular cases, including those for which uniqueness
of ground-states is already known. Finally, we apply the results to find the optimal con-
stant for the vector-valued Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality and we study global existence,
L
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1 Introduction
In this work, we consider the system of M coupled semilinear Schrödinger equations
ipviqt `∆vi `
Mÿ
j“1
kij |vj |p`1|vi|p´1vi “ 0, i “ 1, ...,M (M-NLS)
where V “ pv1, ..., vM q : R` ˆ RN Ñ RM , kij P R, kij “ kji, and 0 ă p ă 4{pN ´ 2q` (we
use the convention 4{pN ´ 2q` “ `8, if N “ 1, 2, and 4{pN ´ 2q` “ 4{pN ´ 2q, if N ě 3).
Given 1 ď i ‰ j ď M , if kij ě 0, one says that the coupling between the components vi and
vj is attractive; if kij ă 0, it is repulsive. The Cauchy problem for V0 P pH1pRN qqM is locally
well-posed and, letting TmaxpV0q be the maximal time of existence of the solution with initial
data V0: if TmaxpV0q ă 8, then limtÑTmaxpV0q }∇V ptq}2 “ `8.
When we look for nontrivial periodic solutions of the form V “ eitU , with U “ pu1, ..., uM q P
pH1pRN qqM (called bound-states), we are led to the study of the system
∆ui ´ ui `
Mÿ
j“1
kij |uj |p`1|ui|p´1ui “ 0 i “ 1, ...,M. (1.1)
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Especially relevant, for both physical and mathematical reasons, are the bound-states which
have minimal action among all bound-states, the so-called ground-states. In the scalar case, one
may prove that there is a unique ground-state (modulo translations and rotations). Examples of
its relevance may be found, for example, in [13], [9], [1].
In the vector-valued case, very little is known. In fact, despite several results for the existence
of bound-states, there are almost no results concerning ground-states and their characterization.
To our knowledge, only the papers [7], [12], [3] present advances in the characterization of ground-
states, where the results obtained are quite specific. The approach for the first two is an analysis
of the system of ODE’s that one obtains after proving that all ground-states are radial functions.
In the third paper, the approach is variational and offers only conditions for the existence (or
nonexistence) of ground-states with all components different from zero. However, each of these
results display several restrictions, both on the power p and on the coefficients kij .
Our approach is also variational, does not make restrictions on p and is valid if the system
(1.1) has the following property: it is possible to group the components in such a way that two
components attract each other if and only if they are in the same group. This property is verifiable
in all the refered papers. Intuitively, the results tell us that the attractive components have the
same profile and, if there are repulsive components, one of them has to be zero: otherwise, it
would be possible to move them away from each other indefinetly and therefore lowering the
action, which would contradict the minimality of the ground-state.
We call the reader’s attention to theorem 4. A simple integration by parts shows that, if the
matrix K “ pkijq is such that XTKX ď 0, for any X P RM with nonnegative components, there
are no bound-states. Theorem 4 claims that, if K does not satisfy this property, then there exist
ground-states of (M-NLS). Therefore, this is the optimal result for the existence of ground-states
of (M-NLS). The main difference regarding the known existence results is that, instead of using
Schwarz symmetrization (for which one needs the positivity of the coupling coefficients), one uses
the concentration-compactness principle by P.-L. Lions. Notice that this approach does not say
wether there exist radial ground-states or not. However, in conjuction with the characterization
theorems, we prove radiallity of ground-states in all the cases where it would be possible to use
Schwarz symmetrization.
The structure of this work is as follows: in section 2, we define precisely the concepts of
bound-state and ground-state and formulate the main results. The main lemma that allows the
characterization in the case of attractive couplings can be set in a general framework, which we
present in section 3. In section 4, we prove the main results. In section 5, we apply the results to
some special cases, obtaining in particular the results of [7] and [12]. We also prove the uniqueness
of ground-state in the case considered in [6]. Finally, in section 6, we use the characterization
of ground-states to determine the optimal constant for the vector-valued Gagliardo-Nirenberg
inequality and we apply the result to the study of global existence, concentration phenomena
and blow-up profile for the (M-NLS) system, in the critical case p “ 2{N .
2 Definitions and main results
Definition 1. (Bound-states and ground-states of (M-NLS))
1. We define bound-state of (M-NLS) as any element pu1, ..., uM q P pH1pRN qqM zt0u solution
of (1.1) and define A(M-NLS) to be the set of all bound-states of (M-NLS).
2. A fully nontrivial bound-state is a bound-state such that ui ‰ 0, @i. The set of such
bound-states is called A`
(M-NLS)
.
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3. Given U “ pu1, ..., uM q P pH1pRN qqM , set
IM pUq “
Mÿ
i“1
ż
|∇ui|2 `
ż
|ui|2, JM pUq “
Mÿ
i,j“1
kij
ż
|ui|p`1|uj |p`1 (2.1)
and define the action of U ,
SM pUq “ 1
2
IM pUq ´ 1
2p` 2JM pUq. (2.2)
4. The set of ground-states of (M-NLS) is defined as
G(M-NLS) “ tU P A(M-NLS) : SM pUq ď SM pW q, @W P A(M-NLS)u Ă A(M-NLS), (2.3)
and the set of fully nontrivial ground-states is
G`
(M-NLS)
“ G(M-NLS) XA`(M-NLS). (2.4)
Remark 1. If U P A(M-NLS), IM pUq “ JM pUq (one multiplies the i-th equation by ui and
integrates over RN ). Therefore
SM pUq “
ˆ
1
2
´ 1
2p` 2
˙
, IM pUq “
ˆ
1
2
´ 1
2p` 2
˙
JM pUq. (2.5)
Hence a ground-state is a bound-state with IM (or JM ) minimal.
Remark 2. Throughout this work, we shall assume that kij are such that
tU P pH1pRN qqM : JM pUq ą 0u ‰ H. (P1)
This hypothesis is necessary for the existence of bound-states, since JM pUq “ IM pUq ą 0, for
any U P A(M-NLS).
Remark 3. Since M ě 2 will always be fixed, to simplify notations, we write
A :“ A(M-NLS), G :“ G(M-NLS), G` :“ G`(M-NLS) (2.6)
and
I :“ IM , J :“ JM , S :“ SM . (2.7)
The following two lemmas are well-known results concerning ground-states for (1-NLS) (see
[1]).
Lemma 2. There exists Q P H1pRN qzt0u radial, positive and strictly decreasing such that
G(1-NLS) “ teiθQp¨ ` yq : θ P R, y P RNu. (2.8)
Lemma 3. Gp1´NLSq is the set of solutions of the minimization problem
I1puq “ min
J1pwq“J1pQq
I1pwq, J1puq “ J1pQq. (2.9)
We now state the main results of this paper.
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Theorem 4. Under assumption (P1), G ‰ H.
Theorem 5. Suppose (P1) and that kij ě 0, @i ‰ j. Then U0 P G` if and only if there exist
θi P R, i “ 1, ...,M , and y P RN such that
U0 “ paieiθiQp¨ ` yqq1ďiďM (2.10)
where
pa1, ..., aM q P S` “
#
B “ pb1, ..., bM q P pR`qM :
Mÿ
j“1
kijb
p´1
i b
p`1
j “ 1, i “ 1, ...,M
+
(2.11)
and
Mÿ
i“1
a2i I1pQq “ min
#
min
BPS`
#
Mÿ
i“1
b2i I1pQq
+
, min
UPGzG`
IpUq
+
. (2.12)
Remark 4. Even though the result only characterize, a priori, the elements of G`, one may
obtain the description of G. Simply notice that, if U0 P GzG`, then U0 has L nonzero compo-
nents, with 1 ď L ă M . If pU0q` is the vector formed by such components, pU0q` has to be
a ground-state of a (L-NLS) system. By theorem 5 applied with M “ L, we find the explicit
expression of pU0q` and therefore of U0.
Theorem 6. Suppose (P1) and that there exists a partition tYku1ďkďK of t1, ...,Mu such that,
given 1 ď i ‰ j ďM ,
kij ě 0 if and only if Dk : i, j P Yk. (2.13)
Then, if U0 “ pu0
1
, ..., u0M q P G, there exists k P t1, ...,Ku such that u0i “ 0,@i R Yk.
Remark 5. In the conditions of theorem 6, we can also characterize the set G, since the vector
of the nonzero components of a given ground-state of (M-NLS) is a ground-state for a (L-NLS)
system, with L ăM , where all the coupling coefficients are nonnegative. Therefore it is possible
to apply theorem 5 to (L-NLS), and thus obtaining the description of the initial ground-state.
Remark 6. One may also consider solutions of (M-NLS) of the form V ptq “ peiωitQiq1ďiďM ,
ωi ą 0, and define bound-states and ground-states by making the appropriate changes. Our
results of existence of ground-states can be easily extended to such a case, since one still has
the homogeneity property for the functional I. The characterization results only extend to the
simple case ωi “ ω, since lemma 7 requires that I is the sum of several I1’s (and not just a linear
combination of them).
3 A general lemma
Given a real vector space X , consider operators I1, J1 : X Ñ R and C : X ˆX Ñ R such that
(H1) I1 is homogeneous of degree α ą 0;
(H2) J1 is homogeneous of degree 2β ą 0 and J1pwq ą 0 if w ‰ 0;
(H3) Cpηw, ξwq “ ηβξβJ1pwq and Cpw, zq ď J1pwq1{2J1pzq1{2, @ w, z P X @ η, ξ ą 0.
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Given cij P R, 1 ď i, j ďM , with cij ě 0 if i ‰ j, we define
IpUq :“
Mÿ
i“1
I1puiq and JpUq :“
Mÿ
i,j“1
cijCpui, ujq.
Lemma 7. Fix γ ą 0. Suppose that the familyM Ă X of solutions of the minimization problem
I1puq “ min
J1pwq“γ
I1pwq, J1puq “ γ (3.1)
is nonempty and that U “ pu1, ..., uM q P pXzt0uqM is a solution of the minimization problem
IpW q “ min
JpV qěJpUq
IpV q, JpW q ě JpUq. (3.2)
Then there exist di ą 0 and Pi PM such that U “ pdiPiq1ďiďM .
Proof. Let R PM. First of all, we have
J1
˜ˆ
J1pRq
J1puiq
˙ 1
2β
ui
¸
“ J1pRq, 1 ď i ďM (3.3)
Suppose, by absurd, and without loss of generality, that d1u1 ‰ P,@d1 ą 0 @P P M. By the
minimality ofM,
I1
˜ˆ
J1pRq
J1pu1q
˙ 1
2β
u1
¸
ą I1pRq (3.4)
and
I1
˜ˆ
J1pRq
J1puiq
˙ 1
2β
ui
¸
ě I1pRq, 2 ď i ďM (3.5)
This implies that
IpUq “ I1pu1q `
Mÿ
i“2
I1puiq ą I1
˜ˆ
Jpu1q
J1pRq
˙ 1
2β
R
¸
`
Mÿ
i“2
I1
˜ˆ
J1puiq
J1pRq
˙ 1
2β
R
¸
“ I
˜ˆ
J1pu1q
J1pRq
˙ 1
2β
R, ...,
ˆ
J1puM q
J1pRq
˙ 1
2β
R
¸
.
By the minimality of U ,
J
˜ˆ
J1pu1q
J1pRq
˙ 1
2β
R, ...,
ˆ
J1puM q
J1pRq
˙ 1
2β
R
¸
ă JpUq. (3.6)
Using the definition of J ,
Mÿ
i,j“1,i‰j
cijC
˜ˆ
J1puiq
J1pRq
˙ 1
2β
R,
ˆ
J1pujq
J1pRq
˙ 1
2β
R
¸
ă
Mÿ
i,j“1,i‰j
cijCpui, ujq ď
Mÿ
i,j“1,i‰j
cijJ1puiq 12 J1pujq 12 .
(3.7)
However, by the homogeneity of C,
Mÿ
i,j“1,i‰j
cijC
˜ˆ
J1puiq
J1pRq
˙ 1
2β
R,
ˆ
J1pujq
J1pRq
˙ 1
2β
R
¸
“
Mÿ
i,j“1,i‰j
cijJ1puiq 12 J1pujq 12 , (3.8)
which is absurd.
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4 Proof of the main results
In this section, we fix X “ H1pRN q and we adopt the definitions of section 2. Given w, z P
H1pRN q, define
I1pwq “
ż
|∇w|2 ` |w|2, J1pwq “
ż
|w|2p`2, Cpw, zq “
ż
|w|p`1|z|p`1. (4.1)
It is easy to check that I1, J1, C satisfy (H1)-(H3).
Remark 7. Given λ ą 0, let
Iλ “ inf
JpUq“λ
IpUq ą 0. (4.2)
By the homogenous property of I and J , one easily checks that Iλ “ λ 1p`1 I1.
Let
λG :“
ˆ
inf
JpUq“1
IpUq
˙ p`1
p
. (4.3)
Lemma 8. The minimization problems
IpUq “ min
JpW q“λG
IpW q, JpUq “ λG (4.4)
and
IpUq “ min
JpW qěλG
IpW q, JpUq ě λG (4.5)
are equivalent.
Proof. Let U0 be a solution of (4.5). If JpU0q ą λG, there would exist c ă 1 such that JpcU0q “
λG and IpcU0q “ c2IpU0q ă IpU0q, contradicting the minimality of U0. Hence U0 is a solution
of (4.4).
Now let U0 be a solution of (4.4). If there existed W with JpW q ě λG and IpW q ă IpU0q,
then, for some c ď 1, JpcW q “ λG and, from the minimality of U0, IpU0q ď IpcW q ď IpW q ă
IpU0q, which is absurd.
Lemma 9. Suppose that there exists a solution of the problem (4.4). Then G is the set of
solutions for (4.4).
Proof. Let U be a minimizer of (4.4). Then, for some µ P R and any H “ ph1, ..., hM q P
pH1pRN qqM ,
x´∆ui ` ui, hiyH´1ˆH1 “ µpp` 1qx
Mÿ
j“1
kij |uj|p`1|ui|p´1ui, hiyH´1ˆH1 , 1 ď i ďM. (4.6)
Taking H “ U ,
λ
1
p`1
G I
1 “ IλG “ IpUq “ µpp` 1qJpUq “ µpp` 1qλG (4.7)
The definition of λG implies that µpp` 1q “ 1 and so U P A. Therefore
IpUq “ λG and SpUq “
ˆ
1
2
´ 1
2p` 2
˙
λG. (4.8)
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Now we take W P A. We want to see that SpW q ě SpUq. Let γ “ JpW q. Then
IpW q “ γ and SpW q “
ˆ
1
2
´ 1
2p` 2
˙
γ. (4.9)
Set X “
´
λG
γ
¯ 1
2p`2
W . Then JpXq “ λG. Since U is a minimizer of (4.4),
λ
1
p`1
G I
1 “ IpUq ď IpXq “
ˆ
λG
γ
˙ 1
p`1
IpW q “
ˆ
λG
γ
˙ 1
p`1
γ (4.10)
and so γ ě pI1q p`1p “ λG. Hence
SpW q “
ˆ
1
2
´ 1
2p` 2
˙
γ ě
ˆ
1
2
´ 1
2p` 2
˙
λG “ SpUq, (4.11)
which implies U P G. IfW P G, one must have equality in the above inequality. Then JpW q “ λG
and, since U,W P A, IpW q “ JpW q “ JpUq “ IpUq. Therefore W is a minimizer of IλG .
Proof of theorem 4:
By lemma 9, it suffices to prove that (4.4) has a solution.
Let tUnu be a minimizing sequence of (4.4). Fix ǫ “ 1m ,m P N. In what follows, δpǫq shall
be a function that goes to 0 when ǫ Ñ 0. Through the concentration-compactness principle of
P.L.Lions ([4], [5]), up to a subsequence, it is possible to associate to each pUnqi, 1 ď i ď M , a
set of functions tpUnqli, pWnqiu1ďlďL Ă H1pRN q (a set of bubbles plus a remainder), such that
1. Each pUnqli has support in a ball of radius R and the distance between the supports of
pUnqli and pUnqji , j ‰ l, goes to 8 as nÑ8;
2. One has ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ}pUnqi}2p`22p`2 ´ Lÿ
l“1
}pUnqli}2p`22p`2
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ă δpǫq (4.12)
and
}∇pUnqi}22 ě
Lÿ
l“1
}∇pUnqli}22 ´ δpǫq, }pUnqi}22 ě
Lÿ
l“1
}pUnqli}22 ´ δpǫq (4.13)
Essentially, one applies successively the concentration-compactness principle to each sequence
tpUnqiu to obtain the various bubbles. This process ends since the total L2 norm is finite and
because one always picks up the bubble with greater L2 norm, which implies that, after Li steps,
the remainder Wn has L
2p`2 norm smaller than ǫ. Setting L “ maxtLiu, we define, for each i,
pUnqli “ 0 if Li ă l ď L.
One easily sees that, up to a subsequence, it is possible to group the bubbles into several
clusters in such a way that: each cluster has one and only one bubble from each sequence
tpUnqiu; if the supports of two bubbles have a nonempty intersection, then they must belong to
the same cluster. Obviously, we shall end up with L clusters. Define U ln as the vector of bubbles
from the cluster l. Then
Mÿ
i“1
}pUnqi}22 ě
Lÿ
l“1
Mÿ
i“1
}pU lnqi}22 ´ δpǫq (4.14)
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and
Mÿ
i“1
}p∇Unqi}22 ě
Lÿ
l“1
Mÿ
i“1
}∇pUnqi}22 ´ δpǫq. (4.15)
Due to the way we grouped the bubbles, we haveˇˇˇ
ˇˇJpUnq ´ Lÿ
l“1
JpU lnq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď δpǫq. (4.16)
Up to a subsequence, we can define λl :“ lim JpU lnq, 1 ď l ď L. Using a diagonalization process,
we obtain, for each n, a decomposition of tUnu in Ln bubbles (where Ln Ñ L P NY t8u) such
that
Mÿ
i“1
}pUnqi}22 ě
Lÿ
l“1
Mÿ
i“1
}pU lnqi}22 ´ δ
ˆ
1
n
˙
,
Mÿ
i“1
}p∇Unqi}22 ě
Lÿ
l“1
Mÿ
i“1
}∇pUnqi}22 ´ δ
ˆ
1
n
˙
, (4.17)
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇJpUnq ´ Lnÿ
l“1
JpU lnq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď δˆ 1
n
˙
(4.18)
and
λG “
Lÿ
l“1
λl (4.19)
Case 1: If λl ě 0, for any l, one has
J
˜ˆ
λl
JpU lnq
˙ 1
2p`2
U ln
¸
“ λl (4.20)
and so
IλG “ lim IpUnq ě lim sup
Lnÿ
l“1
JpU lnq
λl
I
˜ˆ
λl
JpU lnq
˙ 1
2p`2
U ln
¸
ě lim sup
Lnÿ
l“1
Iλl “
Lÿ
l“1
Iλl . (4.21)
However, the function
λ ÞÑ Iλ “ λ 1p`1 I1 (4.22)
is strictly concave in R`, which implies that there exists l0 such that λl “ 0, for l ‰ l0. By
(4.19), λl0 “ λG. Therefore, defining
Wn “
ˆ
λG
JpU l0n q
˙ 1
2p`2
U l0n , (4.23)
one has
lim inf IpUnq ´ IpWnq ě 0, JpWnq “ λG (4.24)
and so tWnu is a minimizing sequence for (4.4), for which the compactness alternative from the
concentration-compactness principle is verified (recall that Wn is, up to a multiplicative factor,
the vector of a group of bubbles of Un). Since tWnu is bounded in pH1pRN qqM , there exists
W P pH1pRN qqM such that Wn á W and, from the compactness alternative, it follows that
Wn ÑW in pL2pRN q X L2p`2pRN qqM . In particular,
IpW q ď lim IpWnq “ IλG , JpW q “ lim JpWnq “ λG. (4.25)
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Therefore W is a minimizer of (4.4).
Case 2 : Now suppose that
L´ “ tl : λl ă 0u ‰ H. (4.26)
Define L` to be the complementary set of L´ and
ηl :“
řL
j“1 λjř
lPL` λj
λl. (4.27)
Notice that (4.19) implies L` ‰ H. Furthermore,
λG “
ÿ
lPL`
ηl. (4.28)
Since
J
˜ˆ
ηl
JpU lnq
˙ 1
2p`2
U ln
¸
“ ηl, l P L`, (4.29)
one has
IλG “ lim IpUnq ě lim sup
ÿ
lPL`
JpU lnq
ηl
I
˜ˆ
ηl
JpU lnq
˙ 1
2p`2
U ln
¸
ě lim sup
Lnÿ
l“1
Iηl “
Lÿ
l“1
Iηl . (4.30)
We now conclude in the same way as the previous case.
For the case where all components attract each other, one may improve the above result using
Schwarz symmetrization. This fact is not new (see [3]), however we display the following result
for the sake of completeness.
Proposition 10. If kij ě 0,@1 ď i ‰ j ď M , then (4.4) has a positive, radial, decreasing
solution.
Proof. Let tUnu be a minimizing sequence of (4.4). Defining |W | :“ p|w1|, ..., |wM |q, clearly
t|Un|u is also a minimizing sequence. Let |W |˚ “ p|w1|˚, ..., |wM |˚q be the vector of the Schwarz
symmetrizations of the components of |W |. The properties of the symmetrization imply that
t|Un|˚u satisfies
Jp|Un|˚q ě λG, IλG ď lim inf Ip|Un|˚q ď lim IpUnq “ IλG . (4.31)
Using a compactness result for Schwarz symmetrizations, up to a subsequence, |Un|˚ á U in
pH1pRN qqM and |Un|˚ Ñ U in pL2pRN q X L2p`2pRN qqM . Hence
JpUq “ lim Jp|Un|˚q ě λG, IλG ď IpUq ď lim inf Ip|Un|˚q “ IλG . (4.32)
Therefore U is a solution of (4.5) and, by lemma 8, it is a solution of (4.4).
Proof of theorem 5: We divide the proof in three steps:
Step 1: U0 P G` satisfies (2.10), with A0 “ pa1, ..., aM q P S`.
Let U0 P G`. By lemmata 2, 3, 8 and 9, we may apply lemma 7 to I1, J1 and C and therefore
we conclude that there exist, for each 1 ď i ďM , ai ą 0, θi P R and yi P RN such that
U0 “ paieiθiQp¨ ` yiqq1ďiďM . (4.33)
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If there exist i0, j0 such that yi0 ‰ yj0 , one easily sees that there exists D Ă RN of positive
measure such that, for all x P D, Qpx` yi0q ‰ Qpx` yj0q and so, using Young’s inequality,
Qpx` yi0qp`1Qpx` yj0qp`1 ă
1
2
Qpx` yi0q2p`2 `
1
2
Qpx` yj0q2p`2, x P D. (4.34)
On the other hand, we have in general
Qpx` yiqp`1Qpx` yjqp`1 ď 1
2
Qpx` yiq2p`2 ` 1
2
Qpx` yjq2p`2, x P RN , 1 ď i, j ďM. (4.35)
Consequently,ż
paiQp¨ ` yiqqp`1pajQp¨ ` yjqqp`1 ď ap`1i ap`1j
ˆ
1
2
ż
Qp¨ ` yiq2p`2 ` 1
2
ż
Qp¨ ` yjq2p`2
˙
“ ap`1i ap`1j
ż
Q2p`2 “
ż
paiQqp`1pajQqp`1,
with strict inequality if i “ i0 and j “ j0. Therefore, λG “ JpU0q ă JppaiQq1ďiďM q “: λ. Hence
J
˜ˆ
λG
λ
˙ 1
2p`2
paiQq1ďiďM
¸
“ λG (4.36)
and
I
˜ˆ
λG
λ
˙ 1
2p`2
paiQq1ďiďM
¸
ă I ppaiQq1ďiďM q “ IpU0q, (4.37)
which contradicts the minimality of U0. Therefore yi “ yj , for any 1 ď i, j ďM and so U0 is of
the form (2.10).
Replacing the formula of U0 into the system (1.1), we derive
Mÿ
j“1
kija
p´1
i a
p`1
j “ 1 @1 ď i ďM. (4.38)
Hence A0 P S`.
Step 2: If U0 is of the form (2.10), with A0 P S`, U0 P A.
Simply notice that U0 satisfies the system (1.1), using the conditions of S`.
Step 3: Conclusion.
Let U0 P G`. If A0 does not satisfy (2.12), then either
min
UPGzG`
IpUq ă
Mÿ
i“1
a2i I1pQq “ IpU0q (4.39)
or there exists B P S` such that
Mÿ
i“1
b2i I1pQq ă
Mÿ
i“1
a2i I1pQq. (4.40)
In the first case, there would exist U P GzG` with IpUq ă IpU0q, which contradicts U0 P G. In
the second case, given θi P R, 1 ď i ďM , and y P RN ,
W 0 :“ pbieiθiQp¨ ` yqq1ďiďM (4.41)
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is in A. Moreover,
SpW 0q “
ˆ
1
2
´ 1
2p` 2
˙
IpW 0q “
ˆ
1
2
´ 1
2p` 2
˙ Mÿ
i“1
b2i I1pQq
ă
ˆ
1
2
´ 1
2p` 2
˙ Mÿ
i“1
a2i I1pQq “ SpU0q,
which contradicts U0 P G. We conclude that A0 satisfies (2.12). It remains to prove thatW 0 P G.
In fact,
SpW 0q “
ˆ
1
2
´ 1
2p` 2
˙
IpW 0q “
ˆ
1
2
´ 1
2p` 2
˙ Mÿ
i“1
b2i I1pQq
“
ˆ
1
2
´ 1
2p` 2
˙ Mÿ
i“1
a2i I1pQq “ SpU0q.
Therefore W0 P G, which ends the proof.
Proof of theorem 6: The partition tYku1ďkďK defines an equivalence relation in the set
t1, ...,Mu:
i „ j if and only if Dk i, j P Yk. (4.42)
We claim that (4.4) is equivalent to
Mÿ
i“1
Ipuiq “ min
B
Mÿ
i“1
Ipwiq, pu1, ..., uM q P B (4.43)
where
B “
#
pw1, ..., wM q P pH1pRN qqM :
Kÿ
k“1
ÿ
i,jPYk
kijCpwi, wjq “ λG, Cpwi, wjq “ 0 if i  j
+
.
(4.44)
To see this, suppose that U0 is a solution of (4.4). If Cpui, ujq “ 0,@i  j, then U0 is a solution
of (4.43). By absurd, suppose that there exist i0  j0 such that Cpui0 , uj0q ‰ 0. Let UR be
defined by
pURqi “ pU0qi, if i  j0, pURqi “ pU0qip¨ `Re1q if i „ j0. (4.45)
Then, for large R, CppURqi, pURqjq ď CppU0qi, pU0qjq if i  j (with strict inequality if i “ i0,
j “ j0) and CppURqi, pURqjq “ CppU0qi, pU0qjq if i „ j. Hence, JpURq ą JpU0q. Since
J
˜ˆ
JpU0q
JpURq
˙ 1
2p`2
UR
¸
“ JpURq, (4.46)
we have, by the minimality of U0,
IpU0q ď I
˜ˆ
JpU0q
JpURq
˙ 1
2p`2
U0
¸
“
ˆ
JpU0q
JpURq
˙ 1
p`1
IpU0q ă IpU0q, (4.47)
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which is absurd. On the other hand, if U0 is a solution of (4.43), suppose thet there existsW such
that JpW q “ λG and IpW q ă IpU0q. If Cpwi, wjq “ 0,@i  j, we obtain, through the minimality
of U0, IpU0q ď IpW q, which is absurd. If there exist i0  j0 such that Cpwi0 , wj0q ą 0, let
ξ : RN Ñ r0, 1s be a smooth cutoff function with support on the unit ball and ξRpxq “ ξpx{Rq.
Define WR by
pWRqi “ ξRwip¨ ` 2kRe1q, if i P Yk (4.48)
and, for each n P N, let Rn be such that
|I1ppWRnqiq ´ I1pwiqq| ă 1
n
, |J1ppWRnqiq ´ J1pwiqq| ă 1
n
. (4.49)
It is clear that
CppWRnqi, pWRnqjq “ 0, i  j; CppWRnqi, pWRnqjq “ CpWi,Wjq, i „ j (4.50)
and so
lim sup JpWRnq ě λG (4.51)
Therefore there exist λn, with lim inf λn ď 1, such that
JpλnWRnq “ λG (4.52)
and, by the minimality of U0,
IpU0q ď lim IpλnWRnq “ IpW q ă IpU0q,
which is absurd. Hence U0 is a solution of (4.4). Thus the minimization problems (4.4) and
(4.43) are equivalent.
Let
KG “ tk P t1, ...,Ku : DU P pH1pRN qqM :
ÿ
i,jPYk
kijCpui, ujq ą 0u. (4.53)
For Z “ pz1, ..., zM q P B, define
K` “ tk P t1, ...,Ku :
ÿ
i,jPYk
kijCpzi, zjq ą 0u Ă KG, (4.54)
and Z as Zi “ zi, i P Yk, k P K` and Zi “ 0, i P Yk, k R K`.
Then
W :“
ˆ
JpZq
JpZq
˙ 1
2p`2
Z P B and I
˜ˆ
JpZq
JpZq
˙ 1
2p`2
Z
¸
ď IpZq ď IpZq. (4.55)
with strict inequality if Z ‰ Z.
For each 1 ď k ď KG, let Qk P H1pRN q|Yk| be a ground-state of the system formed by the
equations of the i-th components, with i P Yk. Fix k P K`. Then, defining
ck “
˜ ř
i,jPYk
kijCpwi, wjqř
i,jPYk
kijCpQki , Qkj q
¸ 1
2p`2
(4.56)
we have ÿ
i,jPYk
kijC
ˆ
wi
ck
,
wj
ck
˙
“
ÿ
i,jPYk
kijC
`
Qki , Q
k
j
˘
. (4.57)
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Since Qk is a solution of (4.4), with M “ |Yk| and i, j P Yk, we obtain
ÿ
iPYk
I1pQki q ď
ÿ
iPYk
I1
ˆ
wi
ck
˙
“ 1
c2k
ÿ
iPYk
I1pwiq (4.58)
and so
Kÿ
kPK`
c2k
ÿ
iPYk
I1pQki q ď
Mÿ
i“1
I1pwiq.
Let k0 be such that ´ř
iPk0
I1pQk0i q
¯p`1
ř
i,jPYk0
kijCpQk0i , Qk0j q
ď
`ř
iPk I1pQki q
˘p`1ř
i,jPYk
kijCpQki , Qkj q
, @k P KG. (4.59)
Let Q P pH1pRN qqM be defined by Qi “ 0 if i R Yk0 and otherwise
Qi “
˜
λGř
i,jPYk0
kijCpQk0i , Qk0j q
¸ 1
2p`2
Qk0i “
˜ř
kPK`
ř
i,jPYk
kijCpwi, wjqř
i,jPYk0
kijCpQk0i , Qk0j q
¸ 1
2p`2
Qk0i “: dk0Qk0i .
(4.60)
It is easy to see that JpQq “ λG and, by the definition of k0,
IpQq “ d2k0
ÿ
iPYk0
I1pQk0i q “
¨
˚˝ ÿ
kPK`
ÿ
i,jPYk
kijCpwi, wjq
´ř
iPYk0
I1pQk0i q
¯p`1
ř
i,jPYk0
kijCpQk0i , Qk0j q
˛
‹‚
1
p`1
ď
¨
˝ ÿ
kPK`
ř
i,jPYk
kijCpwi, wjqř
i,jPYk
kijCpQki , Qkj q
˜ÿ
iPYk
I1pQki q
¸p`1˛‚
1
p`1
“
¨
˝ ÿ
kPK`
˜
c2k
ÿ
iPYk
I1pQki q
¸p`1˛‚
1
p`1
ď
ÿ
kPK`
c2k
ÿ
iPYk
I1pQki q ď
Mÿ
i“1
I1pwiq “ IpW q ď IpZq.
Therefore Q is a solution of (4.43) and, by lemma 9, Q P G. Finally, if Z P G, then IpZq “ IpQq,
which implies that all of the above inequalities must be in fact equalities. From the above
computation, we obtain, for some 1 ď kZ ď K, ck “ 0, @k ‰ kZ and Z “ Z. Hence K` “ tkZu
and the proof is concluded.
5 Some special cases
In this section, we apply the results to some special cases, obtaining in particular the results of
[7] and [12]. We shall always suppose kij ě 0, i ‰ j.
We start with M “ 2. Given pu0, v0q P G`, we note by a0, b0 the constants of the character-
ization from theorem 5.
Corollary 11. Suppose that k11 “ k22 ď 0 and k12 ą ´k11. Let pu0, v0q P G`. Then a0 “ b0 “
pk11 ` k12q´
1
2p .
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Proof. By theorem 5, we know that"
k11a
2p
0
` k12ap´10 bp`10 “ 1
k22b
2p
0
` k12bp´10 ap`10 “ 1
. (5.1)
Suppose that a0 ‰ b0. By the symmetry of the system, it’s enough to prove that a0 ě b0.
Multiplying the first equation by a2
0
, the second by b2
0
and subtracting,
k11a
2p`2
0
´ k22b2p`20 “ a20 ´ b20. (5.2)
If a0 ă b0, the left-hand side is nonnegative and the right one is negative, which is absurd.
Therefore a0 “ b0. The value of a0 can now be directly calculated from the system.
Corollary 12. Suppose that p “ 1 and kij ą 0, i, j “ 1, 2. Then
1. If k11 ‰ k22 and k11 ď k12 ď k22, G` “ H;
2. If k12 R rmintk11, k22u,maxtk11, k22us and pu0, v0q P G`, then
a0 “
d
k22 ´ k12
k11k22 ´ k212
, b0 “
d
k11 ´ k12
k11k22 ´ k212
. (5.3)
Consequently, G` “ H if k12 ă mintk11, k22u and G` “ G if k12 ą maxtk11, k22u.
3. If k11 “ k12 “ k22, pu0, v0q P G` if and only if
pa0, b0q “
ˆ
1?
k11
cosα,
1?
k11
sinα
˙
, α Ps0, π{2r. (5.4)
Proof. By theorem 5, we know that "
k11a
2
0
` k12b20 “ 1
k22b
2
0
` k12a20 “ 1 (5.5)
Therefore " pk11k22 ´ k212qa20 “ k22 ´ k12
pk11k22 ´ k212qb20 “ k11 ´ k12 (5.6)
1. If k11 ‰ k22 and k11 ď k12 ď k22, suppose, without loss of generality, that k11 ă k12. Then
a2
0
b2
0
“ k22 ´ k12
k11 ´ k12 ď 0 (5.7)
which is absurd.
2. If k12 R rmintk11, k22u,maxtk11, k22us, one can explicitly determine the values of a0 and b0,
thus obtaining the formulas 5.3. Suppose, w.l.o.g., that k11 ď k22. If k12 ă k22, then one
easily checks that
Ipa0Q, b0Qq “ k22 ´ k12
k11k22 ´ k212
` k11 ´ k12
k11k22 ´ k212
ą 1
k22
“ I
ˆ
1?
k22
Q
˙
.
Therefore G` “ H. If k12 ą k22, the above inequality is reversed and one obtains G “ G`.
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3. If k11 “ k12 “ k22, then a20 ` b20 “ 1{k11 and so there exists α Ps0, π{2r such that
pa0, b0q “
ˆ
1?
k11
cosα,
1?
k11
sinα
˙
. (5.8)
On the other hand, any pair of this form is in S` and has minimal norm. The conclusion
follows from theorem 5.
Corollary 13. Suppose that k11 “ k22 ą 0, k12 ą 0. and pp´2qppk11´k12q ą 0. If pu0, v0q P G`,
then a0 “ b0 “ pk11 ` k12q´ 12p .
Proof. Again by theorem 5, "
k11a
2p
0
` k12ap´10 bp`10 “ 1
k22b
2p
0
` k12bp´10 ap`10 “ 1
(5.9)
Taking the difference between the two equations and dividing by b2p
0
,
k11
ˆ
a0
b0
˙2p
´ k11 ` k12
˜ˆ
a0
b0
˙p´1
´
ˆ
a0
b0
˙p`1¸
“ 0. (5.10)
Consider the function fpxq “ k11x2p ´ k11 ` k12pxp´1 ´ xp`1q, x ą 0. It is clear that fp1q “ 0
and fp0q ă 0. We want to see that f does not have zeroes on both sides of 1. One has
f 1pxq “ 2pk11x2p´1 ` k12ppp´ 1qxp´2 ´ pp` 1qxpq “ xp´2
`
2pk11x
p`1 ` k12ppp´ 1q ´ pp` 1qx2q
˘
“: xp´2gpxq
and
g1pxq “ 2ppp` 1qk11xp ´ 2pp` 1qk12x. (5.11)
Clearly
g1pxq “ 0ô x “
ˆ
k12
pk11
˙ 1
p´1
. (5.12)
Since g1 has a unique zero, f has at most three (counting multiplicities), one of which x “ 1.
If p ą 2, since fpxq Ñ 8 when x Ñ 8 and f 1p1q “ gp1q “ 2ppk11 ´ k12q ą 0, all the zeroes of
f have to be on the same side with respect to x “ 1, as we wanted. If p ă 2, since fpxq Ñ ´8
when xÑ8 and f 1p1q “ gp1q “ 2ppk11 ´ k12q ă 0, we obtain the same conclusion.
Suppose, without loss of generality, that f has no zeroes on s0, 1r. It follows that fpxq “ 0
implies x ď 1 and so a0 ď b0. By the symmetry of the system, a0 ě b0. Hence a0 “ b0. The
value of a0 can now be determined from the system.
Remark 8. In the case p ă 2 and pk11 ´ k12 ą 0, one may easily check that the function f in
the above proof has three distinct zeroes x0, 1 and x
´1
0
.
To conclude this section, we prove the following result:
Proposition 14. Fix M ě 2, p ě 2 and suppose that, for each 1 ď i ď M , kii ą 0 and
kij ě 0, j ‰ i. If β “ maxi‰j kij is sufficiently small, then, letting I be the set of i0’s such that
k
´ 1
p`1
i0i0
“ mini k´
1
p`1
ii and, for any i0 P I, Qi0 P pH1pRN qqM defined by pQqi “ 0 if i ‰ i0 and
pQqi0 “ k
´ 1
p`1
i0i0
Q (recall lemma 2), one has
G “ teiθQi0p¨ ` yq, i0 P I, θ P R, y P RNu. (5.13)
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Proof. Set A1 “ pk´
1
2p`2
ii q1ďiďM and S0 the vector space of symmetrical matrices M ˆM with
zero diagonal, equipped with the l8 norm. Consider F : S0 ˆ RM Ñ RM ,
FipD,Aq “ kiia2p`2i `
Mÿ
j“1, i‰j
dija
p´1
i a
p`1
j , D “ pdijq, A “ paiq. (5.14)
Then F p0, A1q “ 0, F is C1 and it is easy to see that the jacobian of F with respect to A in
A1 is nonzero. By the implicit function theorem, if }D}S0 ă δ, there exists a unique solution of
F pD,Aq “ 1, called ApDq, and there exists ǫ ą 0 small enough such that }ApDq ´ A1}RM ă ǫ.
Consequently
Mÿ
i“1
pApDqq2i ě
Mÿ
i“1
pA1q2i ´ ǫ “
Mÿ
i“1
k
´ 1
p`1
ii ´ ǫ ą min
i
tk´
1
p`1
ii u, (5.15)
for ǫ small. Moreover, since p ě 2, one easily checks that, when β is sufficiently small, any
solution of F pD,Aq “ 1 must satisfy }A´A1}RM ă ǫ.
If there existed U0 P G`, by theorem 5, U0 would be of the form
U0 “ paieiθiQp¨ ` yqq1ďiďM , A0 “ paiq1ďiďM P S` (5.16)
and A0 would be a solution of (2.12). By uniqueness, A0 “ ApDq, if }D}S0 “ maxi‰jtkiju ă δ.
Therefore
IpQq ă
Mÿ
i“1
pApDqq2i I1pQq “ IpU0q (5.17)
which contradicts U0 P G. Therefore G` is empty.
If there exists U0 P G with at least two nonzero components, the vector of nonzero components
of U0, pU0q`, has to be a fully nontrivial ground-state for a (L-NLS) system, with 2 ď L ď M .
Applying the above argument, we obtain a contradiction. Therefore any ground-state has exactly
one nontrivial component, which must be a scalar multiple of Q. A simple comparison of the
action of such solutions proves the characterization (5.13).
6 Applications to the (M-NLS) system
We recall that we are always assuming (P1). Define
D “ tU P pH1pRN qM : JpUq ą 0u (6.1)
and, for each U P pH1pRN qqM ,
MpUq “
Mÿ
i“1
}ui}22, T pUq “
Mÿ
i“1
}∇ui}22, EpUq “
1
2
T pUq ´ 1
2p` 2JpUq (6.2)
GNpUq “ MpUq
p`1´Np
2 T pUqNp2
JpUq . (6.3)
Proposition 15. The set of solutions for the minimization problem
GNpUq “ min
WPD
GNpW q, U P D (6.4)
is G, up to scalar multiplication and scaling.
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Proof. By lemma 9 and theorem 4, we know that G ‰ H is the set of solutions of
IpUq “ min
JpW q“λG
IpW q, JpUq “ λG. (6.5)
Let Q P G and W P D. Since IpQq “ JpQq ą 0, we have Q P D. Define
ν “
ˆ
JpQqMpW q
MpQqJpW q
˙ 1
2p
(6.6)
and
ζ “
ˆ
ν2
ˆ
MpW q
MpQq
˙˙ 1
N
. (6.7)
Then Zpxq “ νW pζxq satisfies
JpZq “ JpQq, MpZq “MpQq GpZq “ GpW q. (6.8)
By the minimality of Q, IpQq ď IpZq, which implies that GNpQq ď GNpZq “ GNpW q. There-
fore Q is a solution of (6.4). On the other hand, if W is a solution of (6.4), then one has
necessarily GNpZq “ GNpQq, which implies that IpZq “ IpQq. Therefore Z P G, which con-
cludes our proof.
Set
CM “ GNpQq´1, Q P G. (6.9)
Corollary 16. The optimal constant for the vector-valued Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality
Mÿ
i,j“1
kij}uiuj}p`1p`1 ď C
˜
Mÿ
i“1
}ui}22
¸p`1´Np
2
˜
Mÿ
i“1
}∇ui}22
¸Np
2
, U “ pu1, ..., uM q P pH1pRN qqM
(6.10)
is CM .
Remark 9. Using proposition 14, we can determine, in particular, the constant CM presented
by Nguyen et al. ([10]).
We now focus on the critical case p “ 2{N .
Remark 10. Let Q P A. The Pohozaev identity
N ´ 2
2
T pQq ` N
2
MpQq “ N
2p` 2JpQq, (6.11)
together with T pQq `MpQq “ IpQq “ JpQq and p “ 2{N , implies that
EpQq “ 0. (6.12)
Therefore
GNpQq “ MpQq
2
N
p` 1 ,@Q P G. (6.13)
From the vector-valued Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality, we have the following optimal global
existence result for (M-NLS):
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Proposition 17. Suppose that V0 P pH1pRN qqM is such that
MpV0q ă
ˆ
p` 1
CM
˙N
2
“MpQq, (6.14)
with Q P G. Then TmaxpV0q “ 8.
Proof. It is a well-known fact that the functionals M and E are preserved by the flow generated
by (M-NLS). Hence, if V is the solution of (M-NLS) with initial data V0, we have, by (6.10),
EpV0q “ EpV ptqq “ 1
2
T pV ptqq ´ 1
2p` 2JpV ptqq ě
ˆ
1
2
´ 1
2p` 2CMMpV0q
2
N
˙
T pV ptqq. (6.15)
Therefore T pV ptqq is bounded and so TmaxpV0q “ 8.
Remark 11. It is easy to see that, for any U P pH1pRN qqM ,¨
˝1´ 1
p` 1CM
˜
Mÿ
i“1
}ui}22
¸ 2
N
˛
‚˜ Mÿ
i“1
}∇ui}22
¸
ď 2EpUq. (6.16)
This inequality will be used later.
The following result is an adaptation of the result in [2] to the vector case.
Lemma 18. Suppose that tUnunPN Ă pH1pRN qqM verifies
1. MpUnq “ C @n P N, for some C ą 0;
2. T pUnq “ C 1 @n P N, for some C 1 ą 0;
3. EpUnq Ñ 0.
Then, given δ0 ą 0, there exists a subsequence tUnku, yk P RN and R ą 0 such that
Mÿ
i“1
ż
yk`BR
|pUnkqi|2dx ěMpQq ´ δ0, (6.17)
where Q P G. If C “MpQq and C 1 “ T pQq, then Un Ñ U in pH1pRN qqM and U P G.
Sketch of the proof: The main ideas are the same as in the proof of theorem 4. Fixed ǫ ą 0
and 1 ď i ď M , one splits each sequence tpUnqiu into a set of bubbles tpU lnqiu1ďlďLi using
the concentration-compactness principle. Setting L :“ maxLi, define, for each i, pUnqli “ 0 if
Li ă l ď L. Afterwards, one groups the bubbles into L clusters in the same way as before and
define U ln as the vector of bubbles from cluster L. From the concentration-compactness principle
and from the way we grouped the bubbles, we haveˇˇˇ
ˇˇMpUnq ´ Lÿ
l“1
MpU lnq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ă δpǫq, T pUnq ě Lÿ
l“1
T pU lnq ´ δpǫq, (6.18)
and ˇˇˇ
ˇˇJpUnq ´ Lÿ
l“1
JpU lnq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď δpǫq. (6.19)
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Now suppose that MpU lnq ă
´
p`1
CM
¯N
2 ´ δ0, for any l. Then, by the vector-valued Gagliardo-
Nirenberg inequality and by remark 11,
JpUnq ď
Lÿ
l“1
JpU lnq ` δpǫq À
Lÿ
l“1
T pU lnq ` δpǫq
À
Lÿ
l“1
ˆ
1´ 1
p` 1CMMpU
l
nq
2
N
˙´1
EpU lnq ` δpǫq À EpUnq ` δpǫq.
However, EpUnq Ñ 0 and JpUnq Ñ pp` 1qC 1, which is absurd. This proves the first part of the
result.
If C “
´
p`1
CM
¯N
2
, then the above argument shows that there can only exist one cluster and that
all the components of the sequence Un verify the compactness alternative from the concentration-
compactness principle. Since tUnu is bounded in pH1pRN qqM , there exists U P pH1pRN qqM such
that Un á U and, from the compactness alternative, it follows that Un Ñ U in pL2pRN q X
L2p`2pRN qqM . In particular MpUq “MpQq, T pUq ď T pQq and
JpUq “ lim JpUnq “ pp` 1qT pQq “ JpQq. (6.20)
By the minimality of Q, we conclude that U P G. Moreover, T pUq “ T pQq “ limT pUnq, which
implies that Un Ñ U in pH1pRN qqM .
Using the previous lemma, one may prove the following results in the same way as in the
scalar case M “ 1:
Proposition 19 (L2 concentration). Let V0 P pH1pRN qqM be such that TmaxpV0q ă 8. Then,
if V is the corresponding solution of (M-NLS), there exists x : r0, T pV0qq Ñ RN such that, for
any R ą 0,
lim inf
tÑTmaxpV0q
Mÿ
i“1
ż
|x´xptq|ăR
|pV ptqqi|2 ěMpQq, Q P G. (6.21)
Proposition 20 (Blowup profile). Let V0 P pH1pRN qqM be such that TmaxpV0q ă 8 and
MpV0q “ MpQq, where Q P G. Let V be the corresponding solution of (M-NLS). Then, for
any sequence tn Ñ TmaxpV0q, there exists Q0 P G and yn P RN such thatˆ
T pQ0q
T pV ptnqq
˙N
4
V
˜ˆ
T pQ0q
T pV ptnqq
˙ 1
2
¨ `yn, tn
¸
Ñ Q0 in pH1pRN qqM (6.22)
Remark 12. We call the reader’s attention to the fact that, throughout this section, we have only
assumed (P1). If (P1) is false, then the left hand side of the vector-valued Gagliardo-Nirenberg
inequality is not positive (which gives CM “ 0), and, using proposition 17, one sees that all
solutions of (M-NLS) are global. This implies that, in some sense, our results regarding the
vector-valued Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality, the L2-concentration phenomena and the blowup
profile are optimal.
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